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Eaglet News
In Nursery, we have really enjoyed learning how to use number fans. These
are a great resource that helps to develop number recognition and
sequencing. They are also great for strengthening fine motor muscles in
little hands! We enjoyed role-playing teachers and leading number races calling a number and giving a sticker to the child that finds it on the
number fan first. We have also loved exploring the book, You Choose, with
all its wonderfully detailed illustrations. We worked on our skimming and
scanning skills, as well as making choices and giving opinions.

Upcoming Events
11th February – Forest School for
Nursery Group A
14th February – End of term. Break
up normal time of 3.20pm.

Stars of the week
Nursery – Olivia T

In Reception this week we have been learning a lot about Chinese New
Year and why people celebrate it. We have been thinking about how the
celebration is similar and different to occasions that we may celebrate with
our own families. We have also been looking at the meaning of a healthy
lifestyle. We were so lucky to receive a huge box of delicious fruit and
vegetables from a very kind parent, Mr Gawne, which allowed us to have
our first ever food lesson. We explored the different fruits and vegetables.
Some of us were even brave enough to taste some that we have never
tried before.

RA – Aaron
Reminders
Eaglet Fund
Please be reminded that this half term’s Eaglet Fund is now due. So far this term, our Eaglet
Fund has enabled us to purchase play dough ingredients, winter bulbs for planting, books to
support our power of reading text, craft supplies, maths resources, and chalk for the
playground. Please give the money to your class teacher if you have not already done so.
Thank you.
No reading books
This week the children will not receive a reading book, as we are carrying out an audit.
Please continue to
practise word walls and
Tapestry Corner
flashcards.

RC – Drew

We love seeing your children’s home learning
via their Tapestry online journals.
This week, please share with us photos and
comments about your child’s healthy lifestyle. This
could be a picture of them eating healthy foods or
explaining their own knowledge about how diet,
sleep, exercise and hygiene contribute to good
health.
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Reception
Our learning
This week in pictures

A HUGE thank you to Freddie’s Daddy for the delicious, healthy fruit
and vegetables he gave us for our healthy eating topic this week!
Next week
Physical development
We will be focusing on the importance of hygiene.
Communication, Language and Literacy
We will be focusing on reading words within our environment and we will be
practising reading cvc words and sentences.
Mathematics
We will be continuing our topic of numbers within 10 and will be looking at
estimating.
Expressive Arts and Design
We will be exploring the sound of a variety of musical instruments.
Understanding the World
We will be exploring the use of technology within our learning.
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Nursery
Our learning
This week in pictures

Forest School continues to be an exciting stimulus for lots of talk.
Here are Lola and Micah looking at photos from our recent trip on
the digital frame. “When I go to Forest School, I might find a bag
too!”

Next week
Communication, Language and Literacy
We will be looking at the letters of the alphabet and sharing what we know about
it.
Mathematics
We will be exploring 2D shape and developing our language in describing
shapes.
Expressive Arts and Design
We will be exploring textures through collage and sensory play.
Understanding the World
We will be exploring ice as part of our interest in the film, Frozen.
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